Come springtime, many of us start refreshing our surroundings, yearning for brighter, tidier spaces. But spring cleaning doesn’t only include decluttering and deep cleaning our homes. We can spring clean all areas of our lives to create greater meaning, fulfillment, and happiness. Here’s how.

**SPRING CLEANING YOUR CAREER**

Spring cleaning your career is reflecting on “what is truly fulfilling and helping you achieve your bigger goals, and what (you’re) doing out of fear, habit, (or) confusion,” said Aurora Meneghello, founder of Repurpose Your Purpose.

- **Apply the 80/20 rule.** Consider what 20 percent of your work is giving you 80 percent of your results. Keep the 20 percent, and consider whether you can drop the rest.
- **Re-evaluate your current projects.** List the projects you’d like to say goodbye to, and for each one, ask yourself: “What would I gain by closing or leaving this project?”
- **Re-evaluate your current position.** Sometimes, you need a more drastic change, such as a new job or even a new line of work. To figure this out, carve out time during the weekend to simply enjoy yourself: Sleep in, take a walk, take a mini road trip, or spend time with loved ones. “Tune into your deepest self, spend some time there, within your heart. And at the end of the (weekend), ask yourself whether you would miss your job or business if you left.”

Meneghello noted that “spring cleaning your career doesn’t have to be a rash, anxiety-provoking process,” and can take time.

Spring is also a good time to declutter your workspace, evaluate your calendar system, and update your website, resume, online profiles, and anything else you use for work.

**SPRING CLEANING YOUR RELATIONSHIPS**

“When you are talking about spring cleaning your relationships, it is about taking a step back and looking at (each one) from a bird’s eye view,” said Jennine Estes, LMFT, a certified emotionally focused psychotherapist in San Diego.

- **Reflect on what you’d like to keep and change.** List the habits and communication styles that you like and dislike, and decide which ones to keep and toss, Estes said. For instance, maybe you realize that you don’t like watching TV with your partner every night and would rather connect face-to-face. Maybe you realize that you’d like to work on being assertive – instead of passive-aggressive – with your friends when they hurt your feelings.
- **Check out relationship resources.** Maybe you’d like to attend a couples retreat or workshop to strengthen
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your connection. Maybe you’d like to read books on growing your relationship. (Estes often recommends Sue Johnson’s “Hold Me Tight.”) Maybe you’d like to attend couples therapy or premarital counseling.

• **Minimize time with unsafe people.** Think about the people in your life, and who you feel safe to be yourself with. Then spend less time with the people you don’t feel safe with (even if they’re family). For instance, instead of calling your mom every day and listening to complaints and negativity, call her once a week, Estes said.

• **Find what works best for you.** Do you feel good about how much time you’re spending with your partner, your family and friends, your kids – and yourself? While you won’t be able to reach a perfect balance, you can reflect on a good-enough split, and make small changes.

**SPRING CLEANING THE SELF**

“Spring cleaning one’s self is about decluttering the things that no longer serve you so you can make space for (joy),” said Christina Cruz, PsyD, an online life coach.

• **Thank your old habits.** Similar to Marie Kondo’s tip of giving sincere thanks to objects we’re giving away, psychologist Lauren Appio, Ph.D., suggested acknowledging the coping strategies you’ve used thus far – even if they’re no longer useful. Instead of criticizing ourselves for not coping well, we can practice self-compassion. We can acknowledge that we were doing the best we could at the time, and those strategies got us to here.

• **Adopt a new coping strategy.** After saying goodbye to an old habit, consider trying out a new stress management, self-soothing, or communication technique, Appio said.

• **Check in with yourself.** Be honest about your feelings, needs, preferences, and limits, Appio said. For instance, you might ask yourself: “If I wasn’t afraid of judging myself or being judged, how would I feel about this?” or, “If I wasn’t worried that I would hurt or disappoint others, what would be my preference here? What would my limit be?” This doesn’t mean ignoring others; it means gaining a clearer understanding of your own needs before considering other factors.

• **Toss out a limiting belief.** Replace it with a new belief, look for the evidence to support that new belief, and then practice saying it over and over, Astor said. She shared this example: You trade out the belief “I am unlovable” for “I am lovable.” Some of your evidence includes your parents and best friend regularly saying they love you, and your dog always being excited to see you and being sad when you leave.

• **Address avoidance.** Cruz noted that avoidance can add to our mental clutter – whether it’s avoiding a task or avoiding an emotion. If you’ve been avoiding an emotion, Cruz suggested this practice: Take five deep breaths, and focus on your body. Visualize your breath running through your body. Focus on the emotion, and its location (e.g., your belly, heart, chest). Describe the emotion and visualize it “as a wave that ebbs and flows.” Gently notice any desire to avoid it. Finish up by taking five more breaths. If you’ve been avoiding a task, Appio recommended breaking it down into manageable, even tiny, actionable steps. You can set a timer, or use different techniques to spark your start.

• **Clear your mind.** To help keep her home clean, Cruz spends about 10 to 15 minutes tidying up at night. We can do the same by tidying up our minds. For instance, she said, if you were particularly self-critical today, replace negative thoughts with kinder ones by imagining that you’re talking to someone you love. You might say: “I may have made a mistake today but I am still a good person,” or “I accept who I am.” Cruz also recommended asking ourselves these questions: “What no longer serves me? What can I let go of today that would serve my higher good? What was not meant for me to keep?”

After all, that’s what spring cleaning is all about: relinquishing what’s not working, and creating a clear, refreshing canvas.
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